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Chapter 9: SIGNS
9.1

GENERAL PROVISIONS
9.1.1 Purposes
(A)

The purposes of these sign regulations are:
(1)

To encourage the effective use of signs as a means of communication in the Town;

(2)

To maintain and enhance the pleasing look of the Town, which attracts to the Town
major events of regional, national and international interest;

(3)

To preserve Cary as a community that is attractive to business;

(4)

To improve pedestrian and traffic safety;

(5)

To minimize the possible adverse effects of signs on nearby public and private
property; and

(6)

To implement relevant provisions of the comprehensive plan, as updated from
year-to-year.

(B)

A major emphasis of the Town's Land Use Plan (adopted November 14, 1996, and renamed
November 12, 1998, as subsequently amended from time to time) is on the design of the
community. In particular, Element 7 of the plan provides design guidelines recognizing
expressly that "careful attention to attractive and citizen friendly urban design is in the
economic interest of a municipality, its citizens, and business owners. Attractive and
integrated urban design features tend to improve a town's image, raise overall property
values, attract new business and residents, and improve the quality of life."

(C)

A major purpose of this chapter is to ensure that signs in the community are compatible with
the high quality image that the Town seeks and in which the Town continuously invests.

9.1.2 Applicability and Effect
(A)

Applicability
A sign may be erected, placed, established, painted, created or maintained in the Town only
in conformance with the standards, procedures, exemptions and other requirements of this
chapter. Signs exempt from regulation under Section 9.2 shall not otherwise be subject to this
chapter.

(B)

Effect
The effect of this chapter, as more specifically set forth herein, is:
(1)

To establish a system to allow a variety of types of signs in commercial and industrial
zones, and a limited variety of signs in other zones, subject to the standards and the
permit procedures of this chapter;
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(C)

(2)

To allow certain signs that are small, unobtrusive and incidental to the principal use of
the respective lots on which they are located, subject to the substantive requirements
of this chapter, but without a requirement for permits;

(3)

To provide for temporary signs in limited circumstances;

(4)

To prohibit all signs not expressly permitted by this chapter; and

(5)

To provide for the enforcement of the provisions of this chapter.

Flexibility within the Town Center, Mixed Use Overlay Districts, National Register
Historic Districts, and Certain Developments
Notwithstanding the requirements of this chapter, the Town recognizes the importance and
desirability of having signage regulations which are somewhat more flexible in special areas
of interest and/or higher densities like the Town Center, Mixed Use Overlay Districts, National
Register Historic Districts or traditional neighborhood developments as described in Section
8.5. Certain exemptions and modifications to the general signage requirements are provided
within Section 9.6 of this chapter for the express purpose of recognizing the need for flexible
signage regulations in these special areas.

(D)

Transitional Provisions
(1)

All signs legally erected prior to January 13, 2000 may remain in place and in use,
subject to certain restrictions on modification, replacement and other actions affecting
the sign, as set forth in this chapter.

(2)

All holders of permits for signs issued legally prior to January 13, 2000 may erect the
signs that are the subject of such permits within the times allowed by such permits, and
such signs shall then be treated as though they had been erected prior to January 13,
2000. However, such permits may not be extended or amended unless the sign that
is the subject of such permit will conform to all of the requirements of this chapter.

(3)

All violations of the sign regulations repealed by this chapter shall remain violations of
the Ordinances of the Town and all penalties and enforcement remedies set forth
hereunder shall be available to the Town as though the violation were a violation of this
chapter. However, if the effect of this chapter is to make a sign that was formerly
nonconforming become conforming, then enforcement action shall cease except to the
extent of collecting penalties (other than the removal of the sign) for violations that
occurred prior to January 13, 2000.

9.1.3 Relationship to Land Development Ordinance and Town Code
To the maximum extent practicable, this chapter shall be interpreted in accordance with rules of
interpretation and construction and definitions provided in this Ordinance and Town Code. In case
of conflict among them, however, this shall be the order of priority in selecting among apparently
conflicting provisions:
(A)
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W here this chapter directly addresses an issue, it shall control over any conflicts;
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(B)

W here this chapter does not directly address an issue or is unclear, the other chapters of this
Ordinance shall control over other provisions of the Town Code; and

(C)

W here neither this chapter nor other chapters of this Ordinance directly addresses or
resolves an issue of interpretation or construction, then this chapter shall be interpreted in the
context of the Town Code.

9.1.4 Rules of Interpretation
W ords and phrases used in this chapter shall have the meanings set forth in this Article. W ords
and phrases not defined in this chapter but defined elsewhere in the LDO or Town Code shall be
given the meanings set forth there. Principles for computing sign area and sign height are given in
the next section. All other words and phrases shall be given their common, ordinary meanings,
unless the context clearly requires otherwise. Section headings or captions are for reference
purposes only and shall not be used in the interpretation of this chapter. Illustrations and "principles
of interpretation" included in the code shall be used in interpreting the relevant provisions, but where
the text conflicts with an illustration or "stated principle," the text shall control.

Sign Area Computation
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9.1.5 Computations
(A)

Area Computation of Individual Signs
The area of a sign face (which is also the
sign area of a wall sign or other sign with
only one face) shall be computed by
means of the smallest rectangle that will
encompass the extreme limits of the
writing, representation, emblem or other
display, together with any material or color
forming an integral part of the background
of the display or used to differentiate the
sign from the backdrop or structure
against which it is placed, but not
including any supporting framework, base,
bracing or decorative fence or wall when
such fence or wall otherwise meets the
regulations of this chapter and is clearly
incidental to the display itself. For a single
wall on a single-occupant building, all
pieces of inform ation or other graphic
representations on that wall shall be
measured as though part of one (1) sign,
encompassed within one (1) rectangle,
Area Computation of Individual Signs
which may not exceed ten (10) percent of
the total wall area to which the sign is affixed. For a single wall on a multi-occupant building,
the area of signs shall be computed using these principles, and each individual sign shall not
exceed ten (10) percent of the total wall area to which the sign(s) is affixed.

PRINCIPLES OF INTERPRETATION
•

A single wall shall mean the entire wall that shares the same architectural elevation as shown on the
approved site plan. Architectural elevations are typically defined as the front, sides and rear of a
building (alternatively called north, south, east and west elevations).

•

Regardless of whether a single wall has wall sections that project, recess or otherwise vary from the
predominate wall plane, the rectangle shall include all signs that appear on the same architectural
elevation.

•

For in-line tenants in a shopping center, or other building with a similar layout, all signs associated
with a given occupant shall be enclosed with a single rectangle for purposes of calculating allowable
sign area.

•

For multi-occupant buildings where occupants are not aligned in a row (with each occupant having a
separate outside entrance), all pieces of information or other graphic representations on that wall
which relate to an individual occupant or business within the building shall be measured as though
part of one (1) sign. No one (1) individual sign will be allowed to occupy more space than ten (10)
percent of the total wall area to which the sign is affixed.

Supp. No. 1
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Area Computation of Multi-Faced Signs
W here the sign faces of a double-faced sign are parallel or the interior angle formed by the
faces is sixty (60) degrees or less, only one (1) display face shall be measured in computing
sign area. The areas of all faces of a multi-faced sign shall be added together to compute the
area of the sign. Sign area of multi-faced signs is calculated based on the principle that all
sign elements that can be seen at one (1) time or from one (1) vantage point should be
considered in measuring that side of the sign. Double-faced signs that are displayed on
gateway entry monuments within Town approved area plans, may be displayed on walls with
an interior angle of up to ninety (90) degrees.

(C)

Sign Height Computation
The height of a sign shall be computed as the distance from the base of the sign at normal
grade to the top of the highest attached component of the sign. Normal grade shall be
construed to be the newly established grade after construction, exclusive of any filling,
berming, mounding or excavating solely for the purpose of locating the sign. In cases where
the normal grade is below grade at street level, sign height shall be computed on the
assumption that the elevation of the normal grade at the base of the sign is equal to the
elevation of the nearest point of the crown of a public or private street.

Sign Height Computation
Supp. No. 1
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(D)

Building Frontage
Building frontage shall mean the horizontal length of a building on the side with its principal
entrance. If that side is a straight wall, then the building frontage shall be the length of the
wall. If the side is not a straight wall, the building frontage shall be the horizontal distance
from the corner at one (1) end of the side of the building with the principal entrance to the
other corner on the same side of the building; where that side of the building is concave, then
the measurement shall be made in a straight line from corner to corner; where the side of the
building is convex or has one (1) or more sections that project in front of the front corners,
then the measurement shall be made as the shortest distance between two (2) lines
projected from the two (2) front corners of the building, with such lines parallel to each other
and as close as practicable to perpendicular to the front of the building.

Building Frontage

(Ord. No. 06-009, 4-27-06; Ord. No. 2008-LDO-01, 9-25-08)
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SIGNS EXEMPT FROM REGULATION
The following signs shall be exempt from regulation under
this chapter:
(A)

Any official or public notice or warning required
by a valid and applicable federal, state or local
law, regulation or chapter, by a public utility
company or by order of a court of competent
jurisdiction;

(B)

Traffic signs on private property, such as Stop,
Yield and sim ilar signs, which meet
Department of Transportation standards and
contain no commercial message;

(C)

Any sign inside a building, not attached to a
window or door, that is not visible from off the
site on which it is located;

(D)

Any sign inside an athletic field or other enclosed outdoor space, where the sign is not legible
from more than three feet beyond the lot line of the site on which it is located;

(E)

W orks of art with no commercial message, except for approved murals in the Town Center;
and

(F)

Holiday decorations with no commercial message displayed between November 15 and
January 15.

(G)

Temporary signage erected as part of a Town-recognized event (see Section 5.4).

Traffic Signs

PRINCIPLES OF INTERPRETATION
•

If a sign is inside a building and cannot be seen by a person of ordinary eyesight who is outside the
building, it is exempt from regulation under this section; or

•

If a sign is inside an athletic field or other enclosed outdoor space and cannot be seen by a person of
ordinary eyesight who is outside the field or other enclosed space, it is exempt from regulation under
this section; or

•

If a sign is inside a breezeway or entranceway, under the roof and within the foundation line of the
building but outside the actual entrance door, and such sign cannot be seen by a person of ordinary
eyesight who is not under the roof of the building or is otherwise outside the building, it is exempt
from regulation under this section; or

•

If a sign inside a building or athletic field is visible from outside the building or athletic field, if there are
no words or commercial message (such as logo or illustration related to a commercial enterprise
operated on the premises) that can be read or understood by a person of ordinary eyesight standing
outside the building or other enclosed space, it is exempt from regulation under this section; or
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•

If a sign inside a building or athletic field is visible from outside the building or athletic field and it can
be read by a person of ordinary eyesight from outside the building or enclosed space but cannot be
read by such person from the public right-of-way or from other private property or from any parking
lot (in the case of shopping centers), then it shall be exempt from regulation under this section; or

•

A sign inside a building or athletic field that can be read or understood by a person of ordinary
eyesight standing on public right-of-way, other private property or, in the case of multi-occupancy
property, on any parking lot or in any driving lane, shall be subject to regulation under this section; or

•

Any object that meets the definition of sign in this Ordinance shall be considered a sign and shall not
be exempt from regulation, notwithstanding the fact that its principal purpose is other than
communicating a message; examples include vending machines with "super-graphics" that can be
read off the property, as well as logos and signs on gas pumps or other equipment used in the sale
or delivery of goods or services.

(H)

Signs erected on behalf of a governmental or quasi-governmental agency, including but not
limited to governmental offices and transit stations, for the purpose of site identification, to
identify public property, convey public information and to direct or regulate pedestrian or
vehicular traffic.
(Ord. No. 06-009, 4-27-06)
9.3

PERMITTED SIGNS: LOCATION, SIZE, NUMBER
9.3.1 Table of Permitted Signs
Signs shall be permitted in accordance with Table 9.3-1, subject also to the provisions of any
Master Sign Plan applicable to the site, subject to the conditions attached to Table 9.3-1 by
reference number, and subject to the height limits shown in Table 9.3-2. The character in the row
for a sign and in the column for a particular group of zoning districts shall indicate that the sign is
allowed in that district without a permit; the same character followed by the letter S ("S") in the row
for a sign and in the column for a particular group of zoning districts shall indicate that the sign is
allowed in those districts only upon issuance of a sign permit; and "- -" in any cell indicates that the
type of sign indicated is not allowed in that group of districts under any circumstances; a number
in the "Conditions" column for a particular type of sign shall refer to the same-numbered "Condition"
on the following pages, which shall apply to that sign in accordance with its terms.

Supp. No. 4
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TABLE 9.3-1: TABLE OF PERMITTED SIGNS
Sign Type

Residential Commercial Industrial
Districts
Districts
Districts

Town
Center

O&I
District

Conditions

Ground
Agricultural

XS

XS

XS

XS

XS

(B)

Changeable Copy

XS

XS

--

XS

XS

(E)

Directory

XS

XS

XS

XS

XS

(G)

Incidental

X

X

X

X

X

(J)

XS

XS

XS

XS

XS

(K)

Menu Board

--

XS

--

XS

--

(N)

Political

X

X

X

X

X

(O)

XS

XS

XS

XS

XS

(P)

Real Estate

X

X

X

X

X

(Q)

Real Estate, Off-Premise
Open House

X

X

X

X

X

(R)

Residential

X

X

--

X

--

(S)

XS

XS

XS

XS

XS

(T)

X

X

X

X

X

(Z)

XS

XS

XS

XS

XS

(C)

X

X

X

X

X

(D)

Changeable Copy

XS

XS

--

XS

--

(E)

Construction/Renovation/
Improvement

XS

XS

XS

XS

XS

(F)

Directory

XS

XS

XS

XS

XS

(G)

Home Occupation

--

--

--

X

--

9.6.2(A)

Identification

X

X

X

XS

X

(I)

Incidental

X

X

X

X

X

(J)

Marquee

--

XS

--

XS

--

(M)

Menu Box

--

--

--

XS

--

9.6.4(F)(1)

Projecting

--

--

--

XS

--

9.6.4(B)

Residential

X

--

--

--

--

(S)

Suspended/Projecting

--

X

--

X

X

(U)

Temporary

XS

XS

XS

XS

XS

(V)

Verandah

X

X

X

X

X

(W )

W all

XS

XS

XS

XS

XS

(X)

W indow

--

X

X

X

--

(Y)

Institutional, Religious

Principal Ground

Subdivision Identity
Yard Sale
Building
Awning
Building Marker
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TABLE 9.3-1: TABLE OF PERMITTED SIGNS
Sign Type

Residential Commercial Industrial
Districts
Districts
Districts

Town
Center

O&I
District

Conditions

Other
Barber Poles

--

--

--

X

--

9 .6.4(H)(3)

Flags

X

X

X

X

X

(H)

Sandwich Board

--

--

--

X

--

9.6.4(F)(2)

Umbrellas

--

--

--

X

--

9 .6.4(H)(2)

Accessory Building Signs

--

XS

XS

XS

XS

(A)

Mailbox Signs

X

--

--

--

--

(L)

X = signs or other devices allowed without a sign certificate or permit
XS = signs permitted only after issuance of a sign permit
- - = signs or other devices not allowed in this district

9.3.2 Conditions
(A)

Accessory Building Sign
W all signs shall be allowed on non-residential accessory buildings pursuant to the provisions
in this chapter, and provided that the colors of such signage conform to the conditions stated
in Section 9.8.3, or provided that the signage follows the colors specified in a master sign
plan associated with the property.

(B)

Agricultural Sign
Signs advertising agricultural products for sale shall be allowed, provided that:

Supp. No. 4

(1)

On properties where agricultural products for sale are grown and sold, one such
ground sign shall be allowed on roads on which the property has frontage;

(2)

On other private properties, with the permission of the property owner, provided that:
(a)

Only agricultural goods grown on-site or property owned by the same
establishment selling agricultural products;

(b)

No more than one such sign m ay be erected on any other single piece of
property; and

(c)

No person, entity or family shall be entitled to permits for more than four
off-premises agricultural signs for any sale location.

(3)

Such signs may be maintained only during the season while agricultural products are
actually for sale at the location and shall in no case remain in place for more than
ninety (90) days;

(4)

Such signs shall not exceed forty-two (42) inches in height and sixteen (16) square feet
each in area.
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Awning Sign
Awning signs shall be allowed, provided that:

(D)

(1)

On a single-occupant property, one (1) awning sign
may be allowed only in lieu of all other signage
otherwise permitted on the wall to which the awning is
attached.

(2)

On a multi-occupant property, one (1) awning sign may
be allowed over each occupant entrance, in lieu of
other wall signs, and if so shown on the Master Sign
Plan.

(3)

The maximum area of an awning sign shall not exceed
ten percent (10%) of the total awning face front and
side area.

(4)

Awning signs may be illuminated only with direct
surface lighting and not with any form of backlighting.

Building Marker
Building marker signs shall be allowed, provided that:

(E)

Awning Sign

(1)

Such signs shall not exceed three (3) square feet in area;

(2)

Such signs shall contain no logo or commercial message;

(3)

Such signs shall be made of permanent material, such as bronze or masonry, and be
permanently affixed to the building wall; and

(4)

Such signs shall not exceed one (1) on any single building.

Changeable Copy Sign
Changeable copy signs shall be allowed only at theaters, service stations, religious
institutions, and schools provided that:

(F)

(1)

A theater with a marquee may display one (1) changeable copy sign on each of two
(2) sides of the marquee. A theater without a marquee may display one (1) changeable
copy sign on each wall permitted to have wall signs.

(2)

A service station may use up to one-half (½) of the area of its principal ground sign or
one-half (½) of the area of any wall sign for changeable copy displaying current fuel
prices.

(3)

A religious institution may have changeable copy on up to fifty percent (50%) of the
principal ground sign and/or the entire area of detailed directory signs. W hen used on
a principal ground sign, the materials must follow the standards for principal ground
signs stated in this chapter.

Construction/Renovation/Improvement Sign
Construction, renovation, or on-site improvement signs shall only be allowed on sites with a
Town-approved site and/or subdivision plan, provided that:

Supp. No. 4
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(G)

(1)

Construction/renovation/improvement signs shall not be permitted on existing
single-family residence structures, lots, or sites, except that a sign saying "construction
entrance" or providing directional or safety related information may be placed on an
existing single-family residential site, subject to the conditions applicable to "residential"
sign. Signs typically utilized by individual contractors or improvement service providers
performing work at existing single fam ily residences shall be considered as
"residential" signs subject to Section 9.3.2(S).

(2)

For non-residential, institutional or multi-family residential buildings and single family
developments, in the same location and subject to the same size and other conditions
applicable to a "principal ground sign," except that the limit on the number or color of
pieces of information shall not apply to the construction sign. Such sign shall be
removed no later than the date of issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy for the
premises or any part thereof, or in the case of residential subdivisions, the issuance of
the first Certificate of Occupancy for a single family residence associated with that
development plan.

(3)

For new single-family residences, a single sign of not more than thirty (30) inches in
height and five (5) square feet in area shall be permitted containing information about
the construction or financing of the residence. Such sign shall be removed on issuance
of a Certificate of Occupancy.

(4)

In single-family residential districts, including planned development districts allowing
single-family residences, a single construction ground sign shall be permitted as an
accessory use to a subdivision real estate sales office, as long as such office is
permitted in the LDO and is actually used. Such sign shall not exceed sixteen (16)
square feet in area and forty-two (42) inches in height.

Directory Sign
Directory signs shall be allowed where a particular site includes more than one (1) tenant,
provided that:
(1)

Supp. No. 4

Logo/name directory signs in
shopping centers may be located
near entrances to parking areas, but
not less than fifty (50) feet from any
public right-of-way, and at principal
intersections within the site, where
such intersections are not less than
fifty (50) feet from any public
right-of-way. Such signs shall not
exceed sixteen (16) square feet in
area and forty-two (42) inches in
height. Such signs may contain logos
or business names with arrows or
other directional information but shall
not contain any com m ercial
m essage. Such sign shall not be
separately illuminated. In addition to
such directory signs, any shopping
center may have one (1) detailed
directory sign as described below.

Logo Name Directory
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Detailed directory signs may be located near each principal entrance to a parking area
or at principal intersections with the parking area for multi-family projects, residential
recreation sites, office buildings or shopping centers as shown on an approved Master
Sign Plan. Such signs shall be located away from any public right-of-way so that
drivers can conveniently pull up to and read the directory without impeding traffic on
any driveway or entrance serving the development. Such signs may contain an
unlimited number of pieces of information, but letters shall not be more than four (4)
inches in height and shall not be legible from any public right-of way. Such signs shall
not exceed ten (10) square feet in area and five (5) feet in height. Such signs shall not
be internally illuminated.

Detailed Directory Sign

(3)

(H)

W all-mounted directory signs shall be permitted on non-residential single and
multi-tenant buildings pursuant to the other relevant portions of this Part, and provided
that the total size of the wall-mounted directory sign does not exceed ten percent (10%)
of the total wall area to which the sign is affixed.

Flag and Flagpole
Flags and flagpoles shall be allowed, provided that:
(1)

Sites Not Showing Flags and Flagpoles on Site Plans
In a non-residential or multi-family residential site not showing flags on an approved site
plan, there shall be no more than three (3) flagpoles and two (2) flags per pole. Poles
for such flags shall be located on the principal building wall on the site or within twenty
(20) feet of the main building entrance.

(2)

Sites Showing Flags and Flagpoles on Site Plans and Master Sign Plans
Flags may be included on a site plan and located as shown on that site plan, provided
that:

Supp. No. 4

(a)

Flagpoles shall be limited to three (3) per principal building or multi-family
residential complex;

(b)

Flags are limited to two (2) flags per pole; and
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(c)
(3)

Flagpoles shall be located outside of the public street right-of-way.

Flags on Single-Family Residential Lots
There shall not be more than three (3) flagpoles and two (2) flags per pole on any
single-family residential lot. No flag on such a lot may bear a commercial message.

(4)

Flag Size—All Sites
No flag shall exceed five (5) feet by eight (8) feet in size.

(5)

Flagpole Height—All Sites
No flagpole shall exceed twenty-five (25) feet in height.

(6)

Public parks that serve as a memorial to a particular event, individual(s) or group(s)
may contain more than three (3) flagpoles, however the total number of flags displayed
may not exceed six (6); all flag(s) displayed shall be directly related to such memorial
and shall not be used for commercial advertising purposes.

(7)

For public athletic fields/complexes, a total of two (2) additional flags shall be allowed
for each playing field containing permanent seating for spectators; the additional flags
may be displayed on separate poles or on the same pole; the additional flags may be
displayed at such field(s) only while used for games, and all additional flag(s) displayed
shall be directly related to the teams participating and shall not be used for commercial
advertising purposes.

(8)

Flags on multi-family residential developments, residential recreation sites or nonresidential developments may have one (1) flag with a corporate name, logo or colors
provided the sign is not visible from the right-of-way of any major collector roads or
thoroughfares.

PRINCIPLES OF INTERPRETATION
The intent of this provision is to allow and even encourage the installation and use of flags for patriotic
purposes, where such flags relate to the principal building on the site, but at the same time to discourage
the use of flags at entrances or along street frontages as "attention attracting devices."

(I)

Identification Sign
Identification signs shall be allowed, provided that:

Supp. No. 4

(1)

Such signs shall be limited to one (1) per principal building entrance;

(2)

Such signs shall not exceed three (3) square feet in area;

(3)

Such signs shall contain no logo or commercial message; and

(4)

Such signs shall be affixed to a building wall.
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Incidental Sign
Incidental signs shall be allowed provided that they
contain no commercial message and not exceed
two (2) square feet in area, except that signs
providing notice that cars parked illegally m ay be
towed may comply with provisions of North Carolina
statutes that require that such notice be four (4)
square feet in area. Incidental ground signs shall
not exceed three (3) feet in height.

(K)

Institution, Religious
(1)

(2)

(L)

Incidental Signs

Religious institutions shall be allowed temporary signs for special events, such as
revivals, guest speakers, seasonal festivals, vacation bible school, fund-raisers, Easter
plays and similar events, provided that:
(a)

Only one (1) such sign shall be allowed per event;

(b)

Such sign, if a ground sign, shall not exceed forty-two (42) inches in height and
sixteen (16) square feet in area per side;

(c)

Such sign, if attached to a wall, shall not exceed thirty-two (32) square feet in
area; and

(d)

Such sign shall be erected no sooner than five (5) days prior to the event and
shall be removed within one (1) day following the event.

Religious institutions operating on a temporary basis in facilities commonly used for
other purposes, such as office buildings, theaters and schools, shall be allowed a
temporary sign, provided that:
(a)

Only one (1) such sign shall be allowed per property;

(b)

Such sign, if a ground sign, shall be limited to forty-two (42) inches in height and
sixteen (16) square feet in area per side;

(c)

Such sign, if attached to a wall, shall be limited to thirty-two (32) square feet in
area per side;

(d)

Such sign shall be allowed only on the day before and on the day of the service;
and

(e)

Such sign shall not be allowed in conjunction with any other form of permanent
signage relating to the religious institution.

Mailbox Sign
Signage on mailboxes shall be limited to that allowable under U.S. Postal Service Provisions,
and shall also be limited to individual name(s) and the address of the property served by the
mailbox. Commercial messages and directional information shall be prohibited.

Supp. No. 4
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(M)

Marquee Sign
In addition to permitted wall signs, marquee signs with changeable copy shall be allowed at
theaters. Such changeable copy signs may cover no more than one square foot of sign area
for each linear foot of theater building frontage. Like poster boxes, such signs shall be subject
to total wall sign area limits. Other non-changeable copy signs may be attached to or
mounted on top of a marquee.

(N)

Menu Board
Menu boards shall be allowed only as an accessory use to a restaurant having a
drive-through window, provided that:

(O)

(1)

Such signs shall not exceed forty-two (42) square feet in area and five (5) feet, six (6)
inches in height;

(2)

Such signs shall not be legible from a public right-of-way or adjacent property;

(3)

There shall be no more than two (2) such signs per property; and

(4)

The color of such signs shall have ties to the main building or other signage for the
project.

(5)

Restaurants within the Town Center may substitute one (1) permitted sandwich board
sign for a freestanding menu board but shall not use both.

Political Sign
Political signs shall be allowed without a sign permit in addition to, or as a replacement for,
other allowed signs, provided that:

Supp. No. 4

(1)

One (1) sign shall be permitted per individual lot or parcel for each candidate for office
or side of a ballot measure or issue; for a lot or parcel with frontage on a second street,
one (1) additional sign for each candidate for office or side of a ballot measure or issue
shall be permitted.

(2)

Such signs shall be located on private property and not within the public right-of-way
or affixed to any improvement within such right-of-way (median, utility pole, traffic
control device, bridge, guardrail, or other safety barrier), within a required sight distance
triangle, or on Town property or buildings, except within specified proximity of polling
places on Election Day, under rules established by a county board of elections.

(3)

Such signs shall be located on private property with the owner's permission or consent.
It shall be presumed the property owner has given permission or consents to the sign's
placement unless the property owner notifies the Town otherwise.

(4)

Such a sign shall be removed within ten (10) days following the date of any election or
other event to which it refers, except that signs for successful primary election
candidates, eligible for the general election, may remain after the primary election; this
time limit shall not apply to a sign which does not refer to an election or other event.

(5)

Such a sign shall not exceed five (5) square feet in area per sign face or forty-two (42)
inches in height, except where such sign is erected in place of another type of sign
permitted at that location, in which case it may be the same size and subject to the
same conditions as such sign.
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(6)

The person, party, or parties responsible for the erection or distribution of any such
signs shall be jointly and severally liable for the removal of such signs.

(7)

The property occupant or, in the case of unoccupied property, the property owner, shall
be responsible for violations on a particular property.

(8)

Such signs shall be subject to the provisions of Section 9.4 (Prohibited Signs and
Devices), 9.7 (Signs Not to Create Traffic Hazard), and 9.9 (Lighting) of this Chapter.

Principal Ground Sign
Principal ground signs shall be allowed, provided
that:
(1)

Ground signs shall not exceed forty-two
(42) inches in height.

(2)

The maximum size of ground signs shall
not exceed thirty-two (32) square feet per
side or sixty-four (64) square feet total;

(3)

Setbacks shall be adequate to protect the
clear sight triangle, in accordance with the
Town's Standard Specifications and Detail
Manual;

Principal Ground Sign

(4)

Such signs may display no more than twelve (12) pieces of information, plus the
address of the property; and if permitted, up to four (4) additional pieces of information
relating to property leasing or property sale. Pieces of information related to property
leasing or sale shall not exceed six (6) inches in height, shall be consistent with existing
sign materials and colors, shall not include logos or illustrations of any kind and shall
be uniform type style;

(5)

Both sides of a two (2) sided ground sign shall be identical;

(6)

For a single-occupant property, there shall be only one (1) principal ground sign per
principal entrance to the project, provided that no two (2) ground signs shall be within
three hundred (300) feet of each other;

(7)

For a multi-occupant project, there shall be only one (1) ground sign plus one (1)
additional ground sign for street frontage on a second public street. An additional third
ground sign may be permitted if the multi-occupant project has street frontage on a
third public street. These additional signs may be permitted provided that the frontage
on those streets is at least one hundred fifty (150) feet in length and that actual
entrances to the project have been constructed from such streets;

(8)

Outparcels in shopping centers shall not be allowed principal ground signs.

(9)

For Town Center locations refer to Section 9.6.

(10) Unless otherwise specified in a Master Sign Plan, the structural supports, foundation
and background material of principal ground signs shall match the principal material
found in the principal structure(s) on the site. Materials such as metal, PVC and acrylic
may be used for individual letters and raceways. Cabinet style signs are only permitted

Supp. No. 4
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for the portion of the sign which is part of a federally registered tag line or logo. No
other cabinet signs made with materials not predominately found within the building are
permitted for ground signs or wall signs even if they are permitted in a master sign
plan.
(Q)

Real Estate Sign
Real estate signs, limited to forty-two (42) inches in height and five (5) square feet in area per
side, shall be allowed on private property available for sale, rent or lease, with the permission
of the property owner.
(1)

Single-family attached and detached residential
In lieu of one (1) of the two (2) residential signs, a real estate sign meeting the size and
placement restrictions in Section 9.3.2(S) shall be permitted.

(2)

Multi-family residential; Multi-occupant Non-residential areas
Real estate signs shall be permitted for parcels provided:

Supp. No. 4

(a)

The sign uses a combination of burgundy (Color No. 491 C Pantone) and white
and is set back at least fifteen (15) feet from the back of curb and shall be
located outside of any public or private right-of-way; or,

(b)

The sign colors match the existing principal ground sign and is set back at least
fifteen (15) feet from the back of curb and shall be located outside of any public
or private right-of-way; or,

(c)

The sign uses the real estate company's colors and is set back at least thirty (30)
feet from any public or private right-of-way; or,

(d)

Up to four (4) additional pieces or information added to the principal ground sign,
which are consistent with the existing sign materials/ colors; and,

(e)

In place of any wall or window sign permitted to an occupant of the space that
is available for sale, rent, or lease.

(3)

Non-residential single occupant properties, one (1) sign per lot or tract ; and, in place
of any building or window sign permitted to an occupant of the space.

(4)

On vacant parcels in residential areas, one (1) sign per lot .

(5)

On vacant parcels in non-residential areas, one (1) sign per lot or tract.

(6)

On vacant or developed parcels with dual street frontage, a second sign meeting the
requirements of (Q)(2) above may be allowed.

(7)

The above conditions will be followed to the greatest extent possible except in
instances where severe topographic conditions, undisturbed buffers or other significant
vegetation lim its the visibility of a real estate sign. In those cases special provisions
may be made by the Planning Director to increase visibility, but in no case shall signs
be permitted within the right-of-way.
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The "substitution of message" language of Section 9.17 shall apply to a sign allowed
under this sub-section, so that any property actually for sale or lease may contain, in
lieu of a sign advertising it for sale or lease, a sign containing a message conforming
with Section 9.17.

Off-premise Open House Residential Real Estate Sign
Off-premise Open House Residential Real Estate Signs shall be allowed provided that the
following requirements are met:

(S)

(1)

There shall be no more than 3 total off premise signs for any open house event. These
signs shall include a realtor's license number or homeowner's number and the street
address where the event is taking place.

(2)

Signs can only be placed on residential lots or in residential common open space with
no m ore than 2 signs directing prospective buyers in the same direction at any one
intersection.

(3)

Such signs may be in place only from 10 a.m. on Saturday to 6 p.m. on Sunday.

(4)

Such signs shall not exceed 2 square feet in sign area.

(5)

Such signs shall not exceed 24 inches in height.

(6)

Such signs shall only use a combination of burgundy (Color No. 491 C Pantone) and
white.

(7)

No more than two open house events per year for any one home, residential project
or structure.

Residential Sign
Residential signs
provided that:

shall

be

allowed,

(1)

Such signs shall not exceed five
square feet per side in area and 42
inches in height;

(2)

There shall be not more than two
residential signs on any site
containing only a single dwelling unit;

(3)

Such signs shall not be posted in
public rights-of-way or on any private
common area;

(4)

Such
signs
shall
carry
no
commercial message other than
inform ation on the lease or sale of
the premises on which the sign is
displayed;
Residential Signs

Supp. No. 1
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(T)

(5)

Such signs shall not advertise or identify the conduct of a permitted home occupation
in a residential district; and

(6)

Political signs on residential property are permitted in addition to permitted residential
signs.

(7)

Signs utilized by contractors or other service providers engaged in small-scale
construction, renovation, or improvement of existing single family residences may be
allowed pursuant to the requirements of Section 9.3.2(S) only during the time when
such services are being performed.

Subdivision Identity Sign
Ground signs with the name of the residential or non-residential subdivision or multi-family
development may be allowed on one or both sides of each principal entrance (or in the
median or on a public or private right-of-way, in accordance with Section 9.10.3). W here
located at the side of the road on private property, there may be one sign located on one side
of the entrance road or on both sides of the entrance road at each principal entrance to the
subdivision or multi-family development, provided that:

(U)

(1)

Such signs shall not exceed 32 square feet in area;

(2)

Such signs shall not exceed 42 inches in height, unless integrated into a wall or
column, in which case it shall not exceed the height of the wall or column; and

(3)

Such sign shall contain no commercial message.

Suspended/Projecting Sign
Suspended/projecting signs shall be allowed
under canopies or along pedestrian arcades,
provided that:

(V)

(1)

Such signs shall not exceed one per
tenant in a multi-tenant building entrance;

(2)

Such signs shall not exceed two square
feet in area;

(3)

Such signs shall not be separately
illuminated; and

(4)

Such signs shall contain only the
address, suite number, logo or name of
the occupant or business served by the
entrance.

(5)

For Town Center locations, refer to
Section 9.6.

Suspended Sign

Temporary Sign
Signs for temporary uses or special events, as expressly permitted under Section 5.4, the
opening of businesses, businesses undergoing exterior renovations or ground signs for sites
where road widening projects have displaced the permanent ground sign, shall be allowed
provided that:

Supp. No. 1
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(1)

Such signs shall be located only on private property;

(2)

Sign permits shall be limited to a duration of thirty (30) days or, for a temporary use,
for the period of time stated on the temporary use permit. Businesses undergoing a
façade change or exterior renovation may have a temporary wall sign for a maximum
of ninety (90) days. The Planning Director shall have the authority to extend the
duration of the temporary sign permit for new business or businesses undergoing
exterior renovation for up to a maximum of sixty (60) days;

(3)

No more than one (1) temporary sign permit shall be issued within any twelve (12)month period for the same business in the same location, except for temporary signs
allowed for religious institutions under Section 9.3.2(K);

(4)

Sign permits for new businesses shall be issued only upon the initial opening of a
business for a period that shall end not later than sixty (60) days after issuance of the
first business license for that business in that location or from the issuance of a
Certificate of Occupancy for that location;

(5)

Except as permitted by a temporary use permit, temporary signs shall be attached to
and parallel with a wall of the building on which wall signs are permitted and shall not
exceed 32 square feet in surface area;

(6)

Such signs may be made of cloth or canvas and are not subject to the construction
and installation requirements otherwise applicable;

(7)

W here a temporary use permit specifically authorizes the use of a temporary ground
sign, such sign shall not exceed 42 inches in height and 16 square feet in area per
side; and

(8)

There shall be only one temporary ground sign, plus one additional ground sign for
street frontage on a second public street, provided that the frontage on that street is at
least 150 feet in length and that an actual entrance to the site is permitted on such
street.

(9)

"Not-for-profit" special events, such as those associated with civic, philanthropic and
educational purposes, shall be allowed a temporary sign, regardless of whether a
temporary use permit is required and whether the use is specifically permitted under
Section 5.4, provided that:
(a)

Only one such sign shall be allowed per property per event;

(b)

Such sign shall be located only on private property;

(c)

Such sign, if a ground sign, shall be limited to 42 inches in height and 16 square
feet in area per side;

(d)

Such sign, if attached to a wall, shall be limited to 32 square feet in area per
side; and

(e)

Such sign shall be erected no sooner than five days preceding the event and
shall be removed no later than one day following the event.
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(W)

Verandah Sign
Shall be allowed when located above the outer fascia of a verandah or balcony as long at the
sign face does not project above the highest most portion of the facade.

Verandah Sign

(X)

Wall Sign
(1)

Non-Residential
W all signs shall be allowed on non-residential properties provided that:
(a)

Supp. No. 1

The total area of an individual wall sign on a building shall be limited to one (1)
square foot in area for each linear foot of building frontage, and the fact that
signs m ay be permitted on more than one (1) wall of the building shall not
increase this maximum; but in no case shall the total area of an individual wall
sign be permitted to exceed ten (10) percent of the total wall area to which the
sign(s) is affixed.
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Wall Signs, Non-Residential

PRINCIPLES OF INTERPRETATION
•

Note that a theater is allowed additional changeable copy signs on a marquee or on the front wall of
the building;

•

The square footage of wall signs associated with theaters (e.g., poster boxes, marquee signs,
changeable copy signs, logos and wall signs) shall be counted against the total wall sign area
allotment. However, each sign shall be measured separately rather than placed together inside a
rectangle.

•

Poster boxes shall be measured individually without regard for the spaces between the individual
boxes.

•

Roofing elements that are within 30 degrees of vertical (sometimes loosely called a "mansard roof")
will be considered a "wall" and may have a sign on them.

•

All wall signs, except building markers, shall be subject to the maximum area limitation on wall signs.
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(b)

The total number of wall signs shall be limited to two on single tenant and
multi-tenant buildings that share a common principal entrance, except as
provided for in Item k below.

(c)

No wall sign shall project above the highest point of the building wall on the same
side of the building as the sign; this shall include marquee signs and any other
signs not affixed directly to such wall.

(d)

On a single occupancy building, all signage or message elements, except for
poster boxes, marquee signs, logos and wall signs on theaters on any single
wall, shall be considered parts of the same sign and shall be m easured by a
rectangle surrounding all of them;

(e)

On a multi-occupancy building, each occupant with a separate individual outside
entrance serving the general public may have a separate wall sign. Corner
tenants with a door or window on their side walls and tenants with a separate
outside entrance serving the general public where such entrance is in a different
exterior wall from any other entrance for which such tenant shall be allowed one
additional wall sign;

(f)

On a multi-occupancy building serving primarily office uses, there may be signs
on two (2) separate walls of the building, and more than one sign per facade
may be permitted provided the facade is divided into architecturally distinct
segments with more than one (1) principal entrance serving interior offices or
businesses;

(g)

On a multi-occupancy building, more than two (2) signs may be permitted
provided that:
1.

the allowable sign area for each unit/tenant space is defined in the Master
Sign Plan or when the first sign permit is submitted, and

2.

the total signage of a multi-occupancy building shall be limited to one and
1/4 (1.25) square feet in area for each linear foot of building frontage.

3.

At least two (2) of the building sides have been designed to appear as a
multi-tenant structure composed of at least two (2) individual "storefronts"
each (in addition to the principal entrance if located upon the same side);
and

4.

Each "storefront" shall include the following elements at a minimum:
a.

A facade which projects above and outwards from the primary
building wall plane; and

b.

The inclusion of vertical and horizontal design elements; and

c.

The inclusion of different surface materials and textures so as to
distinguish the storefront from the remainder of the building wall; and

d.

The inclusion of windows (whether false or otherwise) to give the
appearance of an individual storefront.
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Multi-story buildings with more than three (3) floors shall be allowed a
maximum of one and one-half (1.5) square feet in area for each linear foot
of building frontage and may have a maximum of four (4) signs across the
building facade provided that the total square feet of all signs combined do
not exceed the maximum of one and one-half (1.5) square feet in area for
each linear foot of building frontage and all signs are arranged so they
share a common horizontal centerline along the facade. For buildings
displaying more than one (1) sign, one (1) of the following criteria shall be
met:
a.

Signs shall be spaced evenly across the building facade; or

b.

Signs shall be separated from all other signs a minimum of two
times (2X) the length of the longest sign by facade.

Signs Separated a Minimum of Two Times the Length of the Longest Sign
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Signs Evenly Spaced Across the Building Facade

(h)

Conditions above shall not apply to changeable copy signs for a theater, which
shall be subject to the requirements of marquee signs, above.

Non-Residential Wall Signs
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In addition to other permitted signs, but subject to total sign area limits applicable
to all wall signs, a theater may install one (1) or more back-lighted or internally
illuminated "poster boxes", provided that:
1.

Such boxes shall not exceed thirty-six (36) by fifty-four (54) inches each
in area;

2.

The top of such boxes shall not be more than ten (10) feet above ground;
and

3.

Such boxes shall be permanently mounted to a wall.

(j)

For Town Center locations refer to Section 9.6.

(k)

Single tenant buildings may have more than two (2) wall signs provided the
following conditions are met:
1.

The building is located within a Mixed Use Center Overlay area or a
traditional neighborhood development as described in Section 8.5; and

2.

Any single tenant building proposed for more than two (2) wall signs meets
all the design guideline requirements for a Mixed Use Center; and

3.

At least two (2) of the building sides have been designed to appear as a
multi-tenant structure composed of at least two (2) individual "storefronts"
each (in addition to the principal entrance if located upon the same side);
and

4.

Each "storefront" shall include the following elements at a minimum:
a.

A facade which projects above and outwards from the primary
building wall plane; and

b.

The inclusion of vertical and horizontal design elements; and

c.

The inclusion of different surface materials and textures so as to
distinguish the storefront from the remainder of the building wall; and

d.

The inclusion of windows (whether false or otherwise) to give the
appearance of an individual storefront; and

5.

There shall be no more than one (1) wall sign per individual "storefront"
along a building wall; and

6.

The aggregate size of all signage on the building is limited to one (1)
square foot of sign area for each linear foot of the building's frontage.

Residential/Institutional
W all signs shall be allowed on residential/institutional properties provided that:
(a)

Supp. No. 1

Single-family residential units (either attached or detached) in zoning districts or
planned developments designated for such use shall be permitted one wall sign,
provided that:
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(b)

(Y)

1.

Such sign shall not exceed two
square feet in area;

2.

Such sign shall not be
separately illuminated; and

3.

Such sign shall not contain any
commercial message.

Multi-family residential or institutional
uses located in residential zoning
d i s t r i c t s , i n c l u d i n g p la n n e d
developments designated for such
use, shall be permitted one wall sign
per public entrance, provided that:
1.

Such sign shall not exceed six
square feet in area; and

2.

Each such sign may be
illuminated only by direct,
external illumination.

Residential Wall Sign

Window Sign
Signs shall be allowed on the inside
or outside of window glass of
non-residential properties provided
that they cover no more than 25
percent of the gross glass area on
any one side of the building and
they are not separately illuminated.
Signs permanently affixed to the
Window Sign
external side of windows shall be a
medium or premium grade vinyl, digital image using solvent coloring, or other sim ilar type
material and shall be maintained in good order.

(Z)

Yard Sale Sign
Signs for yard sales shall be allowed provided that:
(1)

Only one such sign shall be on the lot where the yard sale is located, plus no more
than one additional sign shall be located on a different private property, provided such
property is not a private common area;

(2)

Such sign shall not exceed four square feet in area per side and 42 inches in height;

(3)

Such sign shall remain in place only from 5 p.m. Friday until 8 a.m. Monday.
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9.3.3 Freestanding Sign Height Table

TABLE 9.3-2: FREESTANDING SIGN HEIGHT LIMITS (in inches)
Sign Type

Residential
Districts

Commercial
Districts

Industrial
Districts

Town
Center

O&I
District

Agricultural

42

42

42

42

42

Construction

42

42

42

42

42

Directory, Logo/Name
Directory, Detailed

42
60

42
60

42
60

42
60

42
60

Incidental

36

36

36

36

36

Institutional

42

42

42

42

42

Menu Board

--

60

--

60

--

Political

42

42

42

42

42

Principal Ground

42

42

42

42

42

Real Estate

30

30

30

30

30

Real Estate, Vacant
Land

42

42

42

42

42

Residential

42

42

--

42

--

Subdivision Identity

42

42

42

42

42

Temporary

42

42

42

42

42

Yard Sale

42

42

42

42

42

Ground

- - = sign not permitted in districts

(Ord. No. 04-001, 1-8-04; Ord. No. 04-013, 10-28-04; Ord. No. 05-002, 1-13-05; Ord. No. 05-007, 5-12-05; Ord.
No. 06-009, 4-27-06; Ord. No. 2007-04, 3-22-07; Ord. No. 2007-21, 12-13-07; Ord. No. 2008-LDO-01, 9-25-08;
Ord. No. 2009-LDO-03, 5-14-09)
9.4

PROHIBITED SIGNS AND DEVICES
All signs not expressly permitted under this chapter or exempt from regulation hereunder in accordance
with the previous section are prohibited. Such signs include, but are not limited to:

Supp. No. 4

(A)

Any sign that copies or imitates an official sign or purports to have official status;

(B)

Any illuminated tubing or strings of lights, including but not limited to those outlining property
lines, open sales areas, rooflines, doors, windows, landscaping, or the edges of wall, except
for perimeter down-lighting that is shielded to illuminate open sales areas but no land outside
those areas, except those strings of lights exempt under sections 9.2(F) and 9.6.1(E)(5);

(C)

Beacons;
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(D)

W indblown devices;

Windblown Devices

(E)

Pennants;

(F)

Canopy signs;

(G)

Animated signs;

(H)

Neon and other similar type signs located in such a manner as to attract public attention from
outside the building except as permitted in section 9.6.1(E)(10). Specifically, this refers to
neon and other similar signs that:

(I)

(1)

Contain a message clearly intended for public recognition outside the building, such as
"open," "drive-through" and other similar messages; or

(2)

Are legible from the public right-of-way or adjacent property;

Portable signs;

Portable Signs

Supp. No. 1
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(J)

Any other attention-attracting device, except for those conforming to the dimensional, design,
lighting and other standards applicable to a sign in the same location.

(K)

Any sign that obstructs or substantially interferes with any window, door, fire escape,
stairway, ladder, or opening intended to provide light, air, ingress, or egress to any building.

(L)

Any sign attached to gas pumps or gas pump islands that can be read or understood from
off the property.

(M)

Vehicular Signs, parked along a roadway, except where the business has no reasonable
alternative location on the site to park the vehicle.

(N)

Off site signs except as otherwise permitted in this Ordinance;

(O) For Town Center locations refer to Section 9.6.1.
(Ord. No. 05-007, 5-12-05; Ord. No. 2008-LDO-01, 9-25-08)
9.5

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION STANDARDS
9.5.1 Construction Standards
All signs shall be designed, constructed and maintained in accordance with the following standards:
(A)

All signs shall comply with applicable provisions of the State building code.

(B)

Electric signs that have internal wiring or lighting equipment, and external lighting equipment
that directs light on signs, shall not be erected or installed until an electrical permit has been
obtained from the Inspections and Permits Division. All such signs and equipment shall bear
the seal of approval of an electrical testing laboratory that is nationally recognized as having
the facilities for testing and requires proper installation in accordance with the National
Electrical Code. All wiring to electric signs, or to freestanding equipm ent that lights a sign,
shall be installed underground.

(C)

Except for permitted banners, flags, temporary signs and window signs conforming in all
respects with the requirements of this chapter, all signs shall be constructed of permanent
materials and shall be attached to the ground, a building or another structure by direct
attachment to a wall, frame or structure.

(D)

Signs that are externally lit shall follow the provisions for exterior lighting in Section 7.9, and
such lighting shall be directed only upon the sign face and shall be directed to prevent off-site
glare.

9.5.2 Maintenance Standards
All signs shall be maintained in good structural condition, in compliance with all building and
electrical codes, and in conformance with this chapter. Specifically:
(A)

Supp. No. 1

A sign shall have no more than 20 percent of its surface area covered with disfigured,
cracked, ripped or peeling paint, poster paper or other material for a period of more than 30
days.
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(B)

A sign shall not stand with bent or broken sign facing, with broken supports, with loose
appendages or struts, or more than 15 degrees from vertical for a period of more than ten
days.

(C)

A sign shall not have weeds, trees, vines, or other vegetation growing upon it, or obscuring
the view of the sign from the public right-of-way from which it is to be viewed, for a period of
more than 30 days.

(D)

An internally illuminated sign shall be allowed to stand with only partial illumination for a period
of no more than 30 days.

(E)

Flags shall not be faded, tattered or torn.

SIGNS IN TOWN CENTER, MIXED USE OVERLAY DISTRICTS, AND NATIONAL REGISTER
HISTORIC DISTRICTS
This Section specifically sets forth the signage requirements for properties within the boundaries of the
Town Center Area Plan; however, Sections 9.6.2 and 9.6.3 provide some flexibility in signage for
properties within the boundaries of the Mixed Use Overlay District and the National Register Historic
Districts.
9.6.1 Signs in Town Center
(A)

The requirement and standards of this section shall apply to signs for all non-residential uses
and home occupations within the boundaries of the Town Center Area Plan (hereafter known
as Town Center). Further interpretation may be provided through the adoption of new Design
Guidelines and/or Streetscape requirements.

(B)

The provisions contained in this section are intended to encourage high standards for signs
within the Town Center, in order that they should be appropriate to and add to the aesthetic
appearance and attractiveness. Signs within the Town Center should:
(1)

Adequately and effectively communicate business identity and type to the public;

(2)

Be pedestrian oriented and as sm all in size and few in number as is consistent with
their purpose of communicating identification and essential information;

(3)

Protect the Town Center from sign clutter and visual blight resulting from excessive
and redundant signs;

(4)

Be architecturally compatible with the style, composition, materials, colors and details
of the building and its vicinity and contribute to the character of the Town Center.

(5)

Unless otherwise specifically stated below all provisions of the Town's Sign Chapter
shall apply to the Town Center. In addition, all signs in the Town Center must comply
with the Town Center Design Guidelines and/or Streetscape requirements of the Town.

W hile all permitted individual signs are regulated in terms of size according to type,
collectively an individual property within the Town Center is permitted a total maximum
amount of sign surface area according to a formula based upon the building's frontage.
Please refer to Sections 9.1.4 and 9.6.1 to compute the allowance. Non-residential,
permanent signing options are detailed below.

Supp. No. 1
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TABLE 9.3-3: SUMMARY OF PERMANENT NON-RESIDENTIAL SIGN REGULATIONS WITHIN TOWN CENTER
Type

Number

Size

Location

Conditions

Other

Awning

One (1) per
occupant
entrance

Ten (10)
percent of
awning face or
side

Ground floor
level

9.3.2(C)

Not permitted in combination
with wall or projecting signs

Building Marker *

One (1) per
building

Three (3) sf

Building wall

9.3.2(D)

No commercial message

Directory, Ground

One (1) per
project

Eight (8) sf

Near parking
entrance

9.3.2(G)

Permitted for multi-tenant
buildings only

Directory, Wall *

One (1) per
building

May exceed
three (3) sf

At building
entrance

9.3.2(G)

Area over three (3) sf
counted as part of overall
allowed signage

Two (2) sf

On exterior wall
or fence

9.6.1(C)

Non-illuminated

Three (3) sf

Affixed to wall

9.3.2(I)

No commercial message

Home Occupation One (1) per
dwelling unit
Identification *

One (1) per
principal
entrance

Illuminated
Window Signs

One (1)

Two (2) sf

Marquee

One (1)

One to one
(1:1) ratio to
front wall

Marquee

9.3.2(M)

Theaters only

Menu Board

One (1)

Two (2) sf

At main
entrance

9.3.2(N)

Restaurants and cafés only

Principal Ground

One (1)

Sixteen (16) sf Behind right-ofper side
way

9.6.1(E)(1)

Area over sixteen (16) sf/side
counted as part of overall
allowed signage

Projecting

One (1)

Twelve (12) sf Minimum seven
(7) feet above
ground

9.6.1(E)(2)

Changeable copy prohibited

Suspended

One (1)

May exceed
two (2) sf

Under canopies
and overhangs

9.3.2(U)

Area over two (2) sf counted
as part of overall allowed
signage

Wall Signs

One (1)

One to one
(1:1) ratio to
frontage

Parallel to
building face

9.3.2(X)

May not project more than
six (6) inches

Window

Not Restricted

Twenty-five
(25) percent of
gross glass
area on any
one (1) side of
building

Show windows

9.3.2(Y)

To be professionally designed
and installed

Sandwich Board * One (1)

Ten (10) sf
total

In area of
storefront

9.6.1(E)(3)

Sandwich Board in One (1)
conjunction with
temporary event
permit

Ten (10) sf
total

In area of
storefront

9.6.1(F)(2)

Supp. No. 1

Inside of window 9.6.1(E)(10)
(d)

Shall be neon tube lighting
only; no cabinet type signs
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TABLE 9.3-3: SUMMARY OF PERMANENT NON-RESIDENTIAL SIGN REGULATIONS WITHIN TOWN CENTER
Type

Number

Size

Location

Conditions

Other

Sidewalk Café /
Restaurant
Furniture *

One (1)

Lettering six (6)
inches in
height

According to
design
guidelines

9.6.1(E)(8)(b)

Restaurants and cafés only

In landscaping

9.6.1(E)(5)

Behind right-ofway

9.3.2(Q)

White "twinkletype" lights
Real estate
ground sign

One (1)

Five (5) sf per
side

* Indicates that the sign area is not calculated as part of the property's overall allowed signage area.

(Ord. No. 04-007, 7-15-04; Ord. No. 04-012, 10-28-04; Ord. No. 06-009, 4-27-06; Ord. No. 2007-04, 3-22-07;
Ord. No. 2008-LDO-01, 9-25-08)
(C)

Home Occupation Sign
Home occupation signs are allowed within the Town Center, provided that:

(D)

(1)

Such signs are limited to a maximum of one (1) sign per dwelling unit.

(2)

Such signs shall not exceed a maximum of two (2) square feet total sign area and shall
not project more than three (3) inches from the exterior wall of the building or fence.

(3)

Home occupation signs shall not be separately illuminated.

Total Sign Area Allowed For
Permanent Non-Residential Wall
Signs
W ithin the Town Center each property
is allowed a total aggregate surface
area not to exceed one (1) square
foot for each linear foot of building
frontage. Buildings located on corner
lots (fronting upon two (2) public
rights-of-way, excluding alleys and
walkways) and multi-story buildings
with upper floor non-residential
occupants or tenants are allowed a
maximum sign surface not to exceed
one and one-half (1 ½) square feet for
every linear foot of building frontage.
Suspended and projecting signs shall
be calculated separately from other
wall signs.
Permanent Non-Residential Signs

Supp. No. 1
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Signs Not Included in Total Area Allowance
All permanent signs permitted and regulated through the chapter shall count as part of the
property's total allowed signage except: building markers, flags and flagpoles, identification,
incidental, wall mounted directory of no larger than three (3) square feet, suspended signs
of no larger than two (2) square feet in total area and principal ground signs of sixteen (16)
square feet per side or thirty-two (32) square feet or less in total area. In addition, signs
specifically associated with sidewalk cafes, sandwich boards and street furniture shall not be
calculated as part of the establishment's total sign area.
(1)

Principal Ground Sign
Principal ground signs shall be allowed within the Town Center in accordance with
Section 9.3.2(P) of the Town's Sign Chapter, except as follows:

(2)

(a)

Any ground signs measuring sixteen (16) square feet per side or thirty-two (32)
square feet total, or less, shall not be calculated as part of the property's overall
allowed signage. In no event shall ground signs exceed thirty-two (32) square
feet per side or sixty-four (64) square feet in total area. Any sign area in excess
of thirty-two (32) square feet in total shall be counted as part of the property's
total allowed sign area.

(b)

Principal ground signs within the Town Center area may contain an unlim ited
number of words or "pieces of information". Each sign with more than eight (8)
pieces of information must contain no more than two (2) text fonts. Logos may
be used, as regulated under Sec. 9.8.4 and 9.8.5 of this Section.

Projecting Sign
Projecting signs attached to a building in a perpendicular fashion shall be acceptable
as part of the overall allowed signage. The number of such signs shall not exceed one
(1) per tenant provided that:

Supp. No. 1
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Projecting Sign

Supp. No. 1

(a)

The sign area of the signboard shall not exceed six (6) square feet per side and
twelve (12) square feet in total.

(b)

The height of the top edge of the signboard or bracket shall not exceed the
height of the wall from which the sign projects.

(c)

No element of the sign shall hang lower than seven (7) feet above the ground
or pedestrian walkway;

(d)

Since projecting signs may extend over the public right-of-way, they shall be
mounted and attached to buildings in a secure manner. The sign, brackets and
mounting devices shall be maintained in good repair for both safety and
appearance. Such signs shall be mounted so that the method of installation is
concealed to the extent practical.

(e)

The signboard or the bracket shall not project more than thirty-six (36) inches
from the wall.

(f)

Projecting signs may be illuminated indirectly; internal illumination is prohibited.
All indirect lighting or spot lighting shall require complete shielding of all light
sources so as to illuminate only the face of the sign and prevent glare from
off-site.

(g)

All lettering and graphics shall be permanent; changeable copy is prohibited.
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Nonglossy, nonglare wood and painted or silk-screened metal or plastic are the
preferred materials for projecting signs. W ood signs shall use only high-quality
exterior grade wood with suitable grade finishes.

Sandwich Board Sign
One (1) sandwich board sign, per street frontage per business, as follows:
(a)

The total area of the signboard shall not exceed ten (10) square feet per side.

(b)

Any sandwich board sign shall not exceed two (2) linear feet in width, with a
maximum height of sixty (60) inches. W ithin these specified maximum
dimensions, creative shapes that reflect the theme of the business are
encouraged (i.e., ice cream shops may display a sign in the shape of an ice
cream cone).

(c)

The sign must be constructed of materials that present a finished appearance.
Rough-cut plywood is not acceptable. The sign lettering should be professionally
painted or applied; a "yard sales" or "graffiti" look with hand painted or paint
stenciled letters is not acceptable, however, chalkboard signs shall be permitted.
The written message of the sign should be kept to the minimum necessary to
communicate the name of the business or a special message of the business.

(d)

The sign shall be located on the same parcel and within six (6) feet of the
building exterior of the business installing the sign and its location shall not
interfere with pedestrian or vehicular circulation, including, but not limited to
driveways, parking lots, rights-of-way, and public sidewalks.

(e)

The sign shall be removed at the end of the business day.

(f)

Any person erecting a sandwich board sign shall indemnify and hold harmless
the Town and its officers, agents, and employees from any claim arising out of
the presence of the sign on Town property or rights-of-way.

Sandwich Board Sign

Supp. No. 1
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(4)

Suspended Sign
Suspended signs shall be allowed under
canopies in accordance with the provisions
of Section 9.3.2(U) of this chapter except as
follows:
(a)

(5)

Suspended signs within the Town
Center m ay be larger than two (2)
square feet in total area and all area
over two (2) square feet shall be
considered as part of the property's
overall allowed sign area.

Twinkle Type Lights

Suspended Sign

Strings of single-strand, horizontal white "twinkle-type" lights may be installed in
landscaping. Lights are to be non-blinking, may be operational twenty-four (24) hours
and be used year-round.
(6)

Wall Sign, Non-Residential
Non-residential wall signs shall be allowed in accordance with the provisions of Section
9.3.2(X)(1) of this chapter except as follows:

(7)

(a)

In addition to wall surfaces, such signs may be allowed on any part of the
building except the roof.

(b)

W all signs on buildings, located on corner lots (fronting upon two (2) public
rights-of-way, excluding alleys and walkways) and multi-story buildings with
upper floor non-residential occupants or tenants are allowed a maximum sign
surface not to exceed one and one-half (1 ½) square feet for every linear foot of
building frontage, provided the overall sign area of an individual wall sign does
not exceed ten (10) percent of the wall area to which the sign is affixed.

Wall Mounted Directory Sign
W all mounted building directory signs identifying the occupants of a building, including
upper story business uses shall be permitted for buildings with multiple tenants,
provided that the following standards are met:

Supp. No. 1

(a)

The sign is located next to the principal entrance.

(b)

The sign shall not project outward from the wall more than six (6) inches.

(c)

The sign shall not extend above the parapet, eave or building facade.

(d)

W all mounted directory signs within the Town Center may be larger than three
(3) square feet in total area and all area over three (3) square feet shall be
considered as part of the property's overall allowed sign area. In no case shall
a wall mounted directory sign have an area that exceeds ten (10) percent of the
wall area to which the sign is affixed;

(e)

The sign shall not be illuminated separately.
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Additional Signs for Restaurants and Cafes
In addition to other signage, restaurants and cafes shall be permitted the following,
limited to one (1) of each sign per business. These additional signs shall not be
calculated as part of the site's overall allowed sign area.
(a)

Menu Box
A wall-mounted display featuring the actual menu as used at the dining table.
The m enu box shall be located at or near the main entrance, at a height of
approximately five (5) feet, and shall not exceed two (2) square feet in size.
Menu signs may be lighted provided that any light directed toward the sign is
shielded so as to illuminate only the face of the sign.

(b)

Sidewalk Cafes/Restaurant Furniture
Sidewalk cafes/restaurants shall be allowed tables, chairs, umbrellas and other
perm issible objects, including planters, associated with sidewalk
cafes/restaurants, subject to all relevant Design Guidelines and/or Streetscape
requirements of the Town. Lettering and/or logos on umbrellas shall not exceed
six (6) inches in height.

(9)

Prohibited Signs and Devices
Except for those signs listed under (10) below, all signs and devices prohibited under
Section 9.4 of this chapter are also prohibited within the Town Center, in addition to the
following:
(a)

Abandoned signs, including all structural, support, and other componential
elements.

(b)

Billboards and pole signs.

(c)

Signs made wholly or partially of highly reflective material, so as to generate a
contrast between the sign and adjacent surfaces or the surrounding area.

(d)

Signs on roofs.

(10) Exceptions to (9) Prohibited Signs and Devices
(a)

Projecting signs.

(b)

Umbrellas, as portable signs, at sidewalk cafes;

(c)

Barber poles, as attention attracting devices. Barbershops are entitled to display
barber poles limited, in size, to thirty-nine (39) inches in height and eight (8)
inches in diameter. They shall be mounted to the building wall and shall not
project higher than the highest part of the eaves. Low level, constant internal
lighting may illuminate barber poles.

(d)

Illuminated window signs;
One (1) illuminated window sign may be permitted for each business in the Town
Center based upon the following:

Supp. No. 1
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(F)

1.

The sign shall be illuminated only during business hours;

2.

The sign shall be located on the interior side of the window;

3.

The sign shall meet safety requirements by having a backing and self
contained transformers. All components shall be UL approved;

4.

Text, logos and color are not restricted.

Temporary Events in Town Center
Temporary Events in Town Center shall be governed as follows:
(1)

Temporary Use permits may be issued for a period of up to seven (7) days per
calendar year for any business in Town Center, both businesses in centers and
free-standing buildings. The regulations in Section 5.4 of this Ordinance shall apply,
with regard to location, signage, submission requirement, approval criteria and other
requirements.

(2)

In conjunction with an event governed by a Temporary Use permit, a sandwich board
sign may be used in lieu of the banner permitted. Sandwich board signs are governed
by Section 9.6.1(E)(3) of this section.

9.6.2 SIGNS IN MIXED USE OVERLAY DISTRICTS
Non-residential signs located in Mixed Use Overlay Districts may have the following sign types, provided
they comply with the same conditions specified in Table 9.3-3 for the sign regulations within Town Center:
Illuminated W indow Signs; Projecting Signs; Sandwich Boards; Sidewalk Café Furniture; W hite
"twinkle-type" lights.
9.6.3 SIGNS IN NATIONAL REGISTER HISTORIC DISTRICTS
Existing signs which are attached to, painted on, or an integral part of contributing historic structures within
the Green Level, Carpenter, and Downtown Cary National Register Historic Districts, and which retain the
content, dimensions, location, and lighting that the sign possessed when the National Register Districts
were designated shall enjoy the following privileges:
(A)

May remain on roofs or exceed height limits found elsewhere in this chapter.

(B)

May exceed dimensional limits found elsewhere in this chapter.

(C)

May reference a product or business which is not related to the existing business on the property.

(D)

Shall not, if the sign is not related to an existing business, have the sign area deducted from the
total amount of square feet of the sign area granted by other standards of this chapter.

(E)

May remain in a right-of-way unless they become a hazard to traffic.

(F)

May retain their original lighting pattern and materials.

(G) May be restored to 100% of the original design if damaged or destroyed.
(Ord. No. 04-006, 5-13-04; Ord. No. 04-007, 7-15-04; Ord. No. 04-012, 10-28-04; Ord. No. 05-001, 1-13-05;
Ord. No. 06-009, 4-27-06; Ord. No. 2007-04, 3-22-07; Ord. No. 2007-21, 12-13-07; Ord. No. 2008-LDO-01,
9-25-08)
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SIGNS NOT TO CREATE TRAFFIC HAZARD
9.7.1 Clear Sight Triangle
No sign shall be erected in the clear sight triangle as defined by the Town's Standard Specifications
and Details Manual.
9.7.2 Other Hazards
No signs shall be erected, and there shall be no lighting of signs or premises, in such a manner or
in such location as to obstruct the view of, or be confused with, any authorized traffic signal, notice
or control device.
9.7.3 Removal
Any such signs or light sources shall be removed at the direction of the Planning Director. If not
removed by owners or occupants of the property within ten days of notice, the Director shall cause
the signs to be otherwise removed, and the cost of removal shall become a lien against the
property until satisfied.

9.8

SIGN APPEARANCE, LOGOS, AND SYMBOLS
9.8.1 Applicability
The provisions of this section are applicable to all signage located outside the Town Center. These
provisions are intended to encourage a high-quality attractive built environment, in which signage
is appropriate and architecturally compatible. The provisions of this section shall not apply to
developments with approved Master Sign Plans or to existing signage in developments unless there
is a proposal to modify the Master Sign Plan or existing signage. Any amendments to existing
legally erected signage or Master Sign Plans after the effective date of this amendment shall be
required to meet all standards of this section.
9.8.2 Appearance
All background materials and support devices for the sign message shall be architecturally
compatible with the style, composition, materials, and details of the primary structure(s). Materials
such as metal, PVC and acrylic may be used for individual letters and raceways. Specifically, the
structural supports and foundations materials of signs shall match the primary materials found in
the principal structure(s). Background material for the sign message shall match the primary
materials, mimic the appearance of the primary materials found in the principal structure, or be
architecturally compatible in style and color (e.g., materials such as synthetic wood and other
similar materials may be considered). Cabinet style signs are only permitted for the portion of the
sign which is part of a federally registered tag line or logo. No other cabinet signs made with
materials not predominately found within the building are permitted for ground signs or wall signs
even if they were previously approved as part of a master sign plan.
9.8.3 Colors
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(A)

Individual signs shall not use more than three (3) colors, plus a background color.

(B)

All signage shall utilize the same building colors as shown on an approved site plan, and may
have one additional color not found on the site plan. The use of high intensity colors or
fluorescent pigments is prohibited.
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(C)

Signage will be allowed to utilize four (4) predominant building colors, or any combination of
one accent color and three (3) predominant colors as used on the primary structure(s).

(D)

Signage may utilize white and/or black as predominant colors even in a case when such
colors are not utilized on the primary structure(s).

(E)

Signage m ay not utilize more than one (1) color for the primary message copy, unless a
second color is used to create a shadowing or outlining effect.

PRINCIPLES OF INTERPRETATION
•

For panel signs, the background color shall mean the panel itself.

•

For channel letters, the background color shall mean the returns.

•

If a portion of the building wall behind a wall sign is painted a different color than the remainder of the
wall, then such portion of the wall shall be counted as a background color.

•

Trim colors shall be counted as background colors.

9.8.4 Display of Logos and Trademarks, General
Logos and trademarks may be included on signs (except identification, residential and incidental
signs) without separate restriction, provided that such logos and trademarks are consistent with the
approved color scheme shown on the Master Sign Plan. Logos for single occupancy projects also
shall be limited to the two-color requirement.
9.8.5 Display of Registered Trademarks
A federally registered trademark that is registered in colors
inconsistent with the applicable Master Sign Plan or the color
limitations applicable to a single-occupancy property may
nevertheless be displayed on a sign in its registered form and
color(s), provided that it may only occupy up to twenty (20)
percent of the permitted area of any sign, without regard to
the color limitations otherwise applicable to the sign;
placem ent on the sign shall be in accordance with any
applicable provision of the Master Sign Plan.
Logos and Trademarks
9.8.6 Logos as Pieces of Information
A logo or trademark shall be considered one "piece of information" on a sign on which the number
of pieces of information is limited.
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PRINCIPLES OF INTERPRETATION
•

This Ordinance does not specify where a logo must be placed on a sign;

•

Holders of multi-colored federally registered trademarks or of federally registered trademarks that do
not conform to the colors shown in the applicable Master Sign Plan or with the three (3)-color
limitation on single-occupancy properties have two (2) choices regarding the display of their
trademarks: under paragraph (b), the holder of such a mark may, at the holder's choice, elect to
display the mark in a color pattern consistent with the applicable Master Sign Plan; or, the holder may
display the mark in its registered colors, provided that it shall not occupy more than ten percent
(10%) of the permitted area of the sign on which it appears.

•

The holder of a federally registered trademark that conforms to the colors shown in the applicable
Master Sign Plan may display that logo as part of the permitted signage without further restriction.

(Ord. No. 2007-04, 3-22-07; Ord. No. 2007-21, 12-13-07; Ord. No. 2008-LDO-01, 9-25-08)
9.9

LIGHTING
9.9.1 In/Near Residential Areas
Unless otherwise expressly prohibited by this chapter or other chapters of this Ordinance, any sign
may be illuminated, provided that any lighting directed toward the sign is shielded so as illuminate
only the face of the sign.
9.9.2 Uniformity

Lighting on signs shall be consistent throughout a project, and no sign or portion thereof shall be
illuminated differently from any other sign, unless provided for with an approved Master Sign Plan
and Site Plan in which there is variety in façade design or building type. All lighting shall comply with
the exterior lighting standards of Section 7.9 of this Ordinance.
(Ord. No. 2009-LDO-03, 5-14-09)
9.10 SIGNS IN PUBLIC RIGHT-OF-WAY
No signs shall be allowed in the public right-of-way, except for the following:
9.10.1

Permanent Signs

Permanent signs shall be limited to:
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(A)

Public signs erected by or on behalf of a governm ental body to identify public property,
convey public information and direct or regulate pedestrian or vehicular traffic;

(B)

Bus stop signs erected by a public transit company;

(C)

Informational signs of a public utility regarding its poles, lines, pipes or other facilities;

(D)

Signs appurtenant to a use of public property permitted under a franchise or lease agreement
with the Town; and

(E)

Awning signs projecting over a public right-of-way in conformity with the conditions of Section
9.13 of this chapter; and
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(F)

9.10.2

Signs posted in association with municipal, county, state or federal authorities for crime
prevention and public safety and health.
Temporary Signs

(A)

Legal notices erected by or on behalf of a governmental body;

(B)

Emergency warning signs erected by a governmental agency, a public utility company, or a
contractor doing authorized or permitted work within the public right-of-way.

9.10.3

Subdivision/Neighborhood Identification Signs

Ground signs with the name of the residential or non-residential subdivision or multifamily
development shall comply with Section 9.3.2(T), and may be located on one (1) or both sides of
each principal roadway entrance into the development or in the roadway median, under either of
the following alternatives:
(A)

Alternative 1: Roadside
One sign located on one (1) side of the entrance road or on both sides of the entrance road
at each principal entrance to the subdivision or multi-family development, provided that:

(B)

(1)

Such sign shall not exceed thirty-two (32) square feet in area;

(2)

Such sign shall not exceed forty-two (42) inches in height, unless such sign is
integrated into a wall or column, in which case such sign shall not exceed the height
of the wall or column; and

(3)

Such sign shall not contain a commercial message.

(4)

Such sign is not located in the Public Right-of-W ay (ROW ), unless approved by the
Director of Engineering; and

(5)

Such signs shall be located in common open space or on dedicated sign easements.

Alternative 2: Median
A single ground sign with the name of the subdivision or multi-family development may be
located within the right-of-way of one (1) major entrance to the residential development or an
office park ground sign may be located within the private right-of-way of one (1) major
entrance to the development, provided that
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(1)

Such sign shall not exceed thirty-two (32) square feet in area on each side;

(2)

Such sign shall not exceed forty-two (42) inches in height;

(3)

Such sign shall not contain a commercial message;

(4)

Such sign may only be installed where the entrance is divided by a median of not less
than fifty (50) feet in length and ten (10) feet in width, unless this requirem ent is
reduced by the Planning Director; and

(5)

Such sign shall be located within the median and setback at least ten (10) feet from the
right-of-way line when projected across the entrance;
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Such sign may be integrated into a wall or other entrance feature, which feature shall
be subject to approval through the applicable site plan review provisions of the LDO;
the sign portion of such wall or feature, however, shall be limited to the dimensions set
forth in this section.

Other Signs in Public Right-of-Way

Any other sign placed in the public right-of-way in violation of this chapter shall be deemed a public
nuisance and may be seized by the enforcement official or other representative of the Town, and
the person owning or placing the sign may be charged both with a violation of this chapter and with
the cost of removing and disposing of the sign.
(Ord. No. 05-001, 1-13-05; Ord. No. 2007-04, 3-22-07)
9.11 MASTER SIGN PLANS
9.11.1

Required

A Master Sign Plan (formerly a Uniform Sign Plan) is required for all residential subdivisions,
multi-family and townhouse developments, planned developments, non-residential subdivisions,
and all multi-building or multi-occupant commercial developments before any permanent signs for
such development may be erected. All owners, tenants, subtenants and purchasers of individual
units within the development shall comply with the approved Master Sign Plan. Residential
developments that only have one (1) entrance monument and have no other signage requests shall
not be required to submit a Master Sign Plan.
9.11.2

Elements

The Master Sign Plan shall consist of five (5) elements that shall govern all signs within the
development: location, materials, size, color and illumination. The Master Sign Plan shall include
details, specifications, dimensions, and plans showing the proposed locations of signs and how
such locations conform to the requirements of this chapter. It shall also show the computations of
the maximum total sign permitted for multi-tenant buildings. Maximum sign areas shall also be
governed by limits established in this chapter.
9.11.3

Allocation of Wall Sign Space

A Master Sign Plan should show the allocation of permitted wall sign space among tenants and any
general building sign or signs. Where the Master Sign Plan does not show such an allocation, the
Town may issue permits for wall signs for tenant entrances, in accordance with this chapter, in
proportion to the frontage each tenant controls on the applicable wall, and the Town may cease to
issue permits for wall signs when all available wall sign area has been committed through permits.
9.11.4

Review

The Master Sign Plan shall be subject to approval by the Planning Director.
9.11.5

Review Criteria

A Master Sign Plan may only be approved if the Planning Director finds that:
(A)
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Wall signs on a multi-tenant, non-residential building, or within an approved site plan where
building facades are similar, use consistent sign types, color patterns and materials. Font
styles may vary, subject to property owner's approval. When there is an architecturally
distinct building or segment of a building façade, a second sign style and/or color option may
be introduced.
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(B)

The plan provides for signs that meet size limitations, location requirements, material
standards and other applicable requirements of this chapter.

(C)

Developments in the Mixed Use Overlay District, the Town Center District, or developments
that have applied Mixed Use Overlay District design guidelines and have an approved
development plan using Town of Cary architectural design standards that create
architecturally distinct and unique storefronts or buildings may propose a Master Sign Plan
that:
(1)

Allows any type of wall sign permitted by this chapter;

(2)

Establishes a specific color palette that is limited to colors found in the approved site
plan, and are present in the same building segment where the sign is displayed;

(3)

Incorporates black, white or one (1) color from another building segment of the same
development plan;

(4)

Adds one (1) color option to the Master Sign Plan that is not found in the site plan but
is of a similar hue and intensity as site plan color palette.

(D)

Similar sign types shall be constructed of similar materials.

(E)

Principal Ground Signs and Directory Ground Signs within a multi-occupant development
plan project shall be consistent in style, illumination, colors and materials.

9.11.6

Amendment Procedures

A Master Sign Plan may be amended by filing a new master plan and application with the Planning
Director.
(A)

The application may be filed only by the owner of the land affected by the proposed change,
or an agent, lessee or contract purchaser specifically authorized by the owner. Before filing
the application, all land owners affected by the proposed change must give written
authorization. If a governing board for the property affected exists, then the governing board
may provide written authorization for all landowners affected.

(B)

Any new or amended Master Sign Plan for non-residential developments (including those for
planned developments) shall include a schedule that requires bringing all signs not
conforming to the proposed plan into conformance within ninety (90) days. This shall apply
to all properties governed by said plan.

(C)

Unless restricted by a zoning condition or Area Plan, residential neighborhoods or religious
institutions within PDDs may submit an application to amend the Master Sign Plan for their
individual subdivision entry feature or principal ground signs by proposing new criteria that
calls for masonry material for structural supports, foundations and/or background material or
by proposing criteria that meets the requirement for architectural compatibility between the
principal ground sign and the principal building.

9.11.7

Effect

After approval of or an amendment to a Master Sign Plan, no permanent sign shall be erected,
placed, painted or maintained except in accordance with such plan, and such plan may be enforced
in the same way as any provision of this chapter. In the case of any conflict between a provision
of a Master Sign Plan and one or more provisions of this chapter, the chapter shall control.
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Exception For Master Sign Plans within Planned Developments

For Master Sign Plans within Planned Developments that received approval by the Town prior to
January 13, 2000, a sign may be installed, repaired, or replaced that does not comply with this
chapter provided that such sign does comply with the specifications of the Master Sign Plan.
(Ord. No. 2007-04, 3-22-07; Ord. No. 2008-LDO-01, 9-25-08; Ord. No. 2009-LDO-03, 5-14-09)
9.12 SIGN PERMITS
9.12.1

Permits Required for Signs

If a sign requiring a permit under this chapter is to be placed, constructed, erected or modified on
a site, the owner of the lot shall secure a sign permit prior to the construction, placement, erection
or modification of such a sign in accordance with the requirements of this chapter and the
procedure listed in Section 3.16.
9.13 VIOLATIONS AND ENFORCEMENT
Violations of this chapter and enforcement procedures are addressed in Chapter 11.
9.14 NONCONFORMING SIGNS
Nonconforming signs, including signs indicated for amortization, shall comply with the provisions of
Section 10.5
9.15 SIGNS FOR NONCONFORMING USES
Nonconforming uses located in residential districts may erect non-illuminated wall signs only. Such signs
shall conform in all other ways with the size, placement, and other standards set forth for such signs in
this Chapter 9.
9.16 VARIANCES FOR SIGNS
No provisions of this Chapter may be varied with the exception of the following:
(A)

The square footage limitations for verandah and wall signs as specified in Sections 9.3.2(W )
and (X);

(B)

The setback requirements for real estate signs listed in Section 9.3.2(Q).

All variance requests associated with signage within the Town Center area shall be reviewed by the Town
Center Review Commission prior to the public hearing held by the Zoning Board of Adjustment (see
Section 3.20).
(Ord. No. 04-001, 1-8-04; Ord. No. 2007-04, 3-22-07)
9.17 SUBSTITUTION OF MESSAGES
Any sign allowed under this Chapter or a predecessor ordinance, without a permit, by sign permit, by
conditional use permit, or by variance, m ay contain, in lieu of any other message or copy, any lawful
noncommercial message that does not direct attention to a business operated for profit, or to a product,
commodity or service for sale or lease, or to any other commercial interest or activity, so long as said sign
complies with the size, height, area and other requirements of this Chapter.
(Ord. No. 05-002, 1-13-05)
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